
NLE CHOPPA DROPS “DIFFERENT DAY”  
(A REMIX OF LIL BABY’S “EMOTIONALLY SCARRED”) 

  

LISTEN HERE – WATCH HERE 

 

HOT SINGLE “WALK EM DOWN” [FEAT. RODDY RICCH] NEARS 250 
MILLION STREAMS 

 

  

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE  

 

May 26, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – 17-year-old platinum-selling breakout rap star NLE 
Choppa channels his emotions on “Different Day” – a remix of Lil Baby’s “Emotionally Scarred” – 
out now via No Love Entertainment / Warner Records. Wearing his heart on his sleeve, Choppa 
unloads lyrics painted in anger, loss and loneliness, emotions all teens experience throughout 
life’s growing pains. Listen to the emotionally-charged remix NOW, and check out the reflective 
video HERE.  
  
Trending on TikTok, YouTube and more, NLE Choppa’s hit single “Walk Em Down” feat. Roddy 
Ricch is a Top 20 streaming track and video across all DSPs with more than 50 million YouTube 

https://soundcloud.com/nlechoppa/different-day-lil-baby-emotionally-scarred-remix/s-plVhxg5oWKd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoGK8lUdXVU&app=desktop
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7x07wp0sxl39pfu/NLE%20Choppa%20Different%20Day.jpg?dl=0
https://soundcloud.com/nlechoppa/different-day-lil-baby-emotionally-scarred-remix/s-plVhxg5oWKd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoGK8lUdXVU&app=desktop


views, garnering 243 million global streams. Listen to “Walk Em Down” HERE and watch the 
video HERE. 

 

ABOUT NLE CHOPPA 

With poise, charisma and cleverness way beyond his years, 17-year-old NLE Choppa burst onto 
the scene and immediately grabbed our attention and captured our hearts. Choppa has amassed 
over 2 billion cumulative streams across platforms and nears 600 million total YouTube views, 
while gaining a cult following that transcends age and socioeconomic status. His breakout hit 
“Shotta Flow” has achieved an RIAA platinum certification and more than 133 million views alone 
for its raw, true-to-life music video, while the remix featuring Blueface has garnered over 156 
million views and counting. Additionally, Choppa’s singles "Camelot,”  “Shotta Flow 
Remix” and “Shotta Flow 2” earned RIAA platinum certifications, while "Shotta Flow 
3" and "Capo" reached certified gold status. His music and charisma have also garnered support 
from Billboard, The New York Times, Forbes, GQ, Complex and XXL. As a young boss with street-
savvy, Choppa and his family grew No Love Entertainment (NLE) from humble beginnings in 
Memphis to a burgeoning full-fledged imprint with Warner Records. NLE Choppa continues to 
take hip hop by storm and solidifies his place as the next global superstar. 

 

FOLLOW NLE CHOPPA: 
Website | YouTube | Twitter | Press Site 

 

For more information, please contact:  
Aishah White | Warner Records 

Aishah.White@warnerrecords.com 
 

    

 

  

 

 

 

https://nlechoppa.lnk.to/walkemdown
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fyIcQ1Xl-rs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.nlechoppa.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWICXNlSLc7eeNazpzUZcLg
https://twitter.com/nlechoppa1?lang=en
http://press.warnerrecords.com/nle-choppa/
mailto:Aishah.White@warnerrecords.com

